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Abstract of the Project

Matrimanial life and right of inheritance in the title Manusmruti and

YagnavalkyaSmruti.

I have divided this project in nine chapters.

Chapter-1 The connotation of Dharmashashtra. the form

and its development.

corurotation of Dhanna and shastra, the soures of

Dharma and scope of the Dharura Shastra, are

discussed at length.

Chapter-2 The introduction of the Smruti Literafure.

Dharma shastra is the smrutiliterature. So vedas

shruti and Nibandhas are not considered. Manu,

Atri, Vishnu, Harita, Angira, yama, etc. 25

Smrutikars are introduced brieflv here.

chapter-3 - The subject matter of Manusmruti and

Yagnavalkya smruti and their commentaries.

Here brief account of the twelve adhyayas of Manusmruti and of

three adhyayes of yagnavalkya smruti are given and commetators of both

the smruties and the status of Kulluka, Govindaraja, vishvarupa and

Vignaneshvara is shown.
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Chapter-4 - The connotation of Sacraments, their impor

tance and form.

The connotation and objectives of the sacraments, number of the

Sacraments, their form in brief and their legal, Social, spiritual and individual

inportance is shown.

chapter-S - The status of a woman in the matrimonial life

and the her household tife.

In this chapter the status of a woman as a wife, her house hold

duties, her devorted life to her husbend fufihnent of the objectives of a

marriage, to save her from illegal relation and adultary, protection and her

right of inheritance in various properties are disscussed fully.

Her married life and the Household duties are considered of tength

in the seconl port a this chapter.

chapter-6 - Types of sons and their status in the family.

There are twelve or thirteen bpes of the sons defined by the

smrutikaras. Among them some are legal and some are illegal. Among them

six have the right of succession and six or seven have right to get livelihood

and the properly.

Today only legitimitate and adopted sons are accepted as legal, others

are not considered.

This shows the broad view of the smrutikaras in view of the social

interest.
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Chapter-7 - The form of Daya, the right of a wife, son and

daughter in the properly.

The connotation Daya, right on property by birth or by divisiog

petenral and ancestal property, nght of the sons in such properly, right

trough father in ancestral property, through mother in paternal property,

undividable property, rightless sons such as patita, blind, deaf or dumb

by birth etc. right of division, time of division, right of a wife, and daughters

and succession of properfy of childless one are discussed at length.

In the same way the forrn and right of succession of the samsrushta

property and stridhana are also discusseded firllv.

chapter-8 - Married life and right of sucession in

Manusmriti and Yagnavalkya.

To show the views of Manu and yagnavalkya on matrimonial life and

inheritance this chapter is devoted.

The development of the right in inheritance can be established bv

this discussion.

chapter-9 - contribution of Manu and yagnavailrya.

In this chapter the contribution of Manu and yagnavalkya in sociery,

law, morality and right of sons, daughters and wife in the property such

as own, ancestral, samsrushta and sridhana are discussed.

As a conculsion it seems that both smuritikaras have kept the society,

m
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human weakness and quaulities, law before them and discussed all the issues

in that percective.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE SOCIETY : Reaserch scholars can study

such works of Dharma shastra and this will help to compare various values

of the society, and the modem acts and moral values prevaling in the society.

The students studying Manujsmruti and yagnavalkya smruti are guided with

this view.

Iv
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A DETAILED SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT

I have divided the whole project in the nine chapters.

In the first chapter the connotation of Dharma and Shastra is clarified

on the basis of the vedic, Mahabharata, Puranic references and Achara-

hurnan behavior is the accepted sense by all Smrutikaras. Sruti (vedas),

Smrutis and Nibadhagranthas are discussing the various Dhannas i..e..

duties.. According to Manu Smruti, Smruti, Sadachara (good behaviour)

and liking to own one self are the sources a Dharma. Yagnavalkya added

desire arising from the proper sankalpa (detennination). One can know

Dhannas from the shishtas (honourable good persons) of the Parishad

(Parishad). Vedas are considered Super authority then Smrutis are consid-

ered. Nibadhans are the treatises discussing verious topics separarlely.

All the smruties are discussing the Acharas of the vamas, Ashramas,

Varnashram, Common duties, Gunadharma and Apaddharma in detailes.

Vyavaharas or disputes are also considered and lastly prayaschitta of the

diferent sins - Pataka, Upapakaka and Mahapakaka are also considered.

In this chapter fonn and development of the dharmashashta is dicussd

in due course. This will lead to know the importance and status of the

both Smrutikaras i.e. Manu and Yagnavalkya, as both are highly honoured

in view of the Adismruti and systemetic smruti respectively. OnIy for this

Reseason project was proposed and both the sruties are studied from the

proposed point of view.

The scope of the Dharmashastra is very wide. It covers sociology,

moral science - ethics, psychology, action and rebirth, economics, com-

merce, etc.

V
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In the second chapter the Smruti Literature is introduced. Dharmashastra

means smruties. Several smruties are enumerated by the different authors.

Pt Ramasharma Acharya enumerates 13 smruties. Nirnayasindhu, Nilakantha

etc. enumerate about 100 smruties.

Some smutis are written in verses, Some in prose and some in mixed

style. The language of smrutis i5 simple. Ramayana, and Mahabharata also

discuss the some topics of the smruti literature. 'q3{r6, c-{tq-#( {frgvtwlq'

show Manu's autheticity. Dharma shastra is found in the puranas. It is soud

$rq qCFTuiq: But Vedas and Manusmruti are the main sources of Dharrna.

Generdly 18 or 20 smrutis are authentically accepted. Yagnavalkya enumer-

ates 20 smrutilikaras. Dr. P.V. kane has also introdyed many smrutis.

In this chapter a brief account a the Smrutikaras such as Manu, Atri,

Vi s hnu, Haita, Angira, Yama, S amvartak a, Katy ay ana, Bruhasp ati, P arashara,

Vyasa, Shankha, Likhita, Daksha, Yagnavalkya, Ushana, Narada,

Rushyashrunga, Karshayani, Chafuravishatimara, Pitamah, Laugakshi, and

Shattrinshamata Smratis are enumerated.

Some discuss only Ahnika, Prayaschitta, Vyavahara, Stridhana etc.

the topics comected with the Dharmashastra. But Manu and Yagnavalkya

discuss all the topics connected with the Dharmashastra. Among all the

anothors of Dharmkshetra Manu, Yagyavallqa, Narada and Parashara are

important.

Here Nibandhagrathas are not considered.

In the third chapter the topics discussed in both the smurjes are given.

VI
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Manu is the father of the human race as reffered in Rigveda. The

opinions of Manu are considered as medicine. Pralayakatha is referred to

by Shatapathabrahmana and many puranas. It is connected with Manu. The

same episode is referred to by Bible and Kurana also.

Manusm4tti available today is called Manavadharma shashtra or Manu

dhannashashtra.

There are twelve chapters in the Manusmruti. In the first chapter the

Samsarotpartti is described. Manusmruti is narratted by Btrugu who offen

mentioned 6q3{r6, rr{Grda, rr+rEqTrtttq.' Manu is called omniscient ...

In the Shantiparva of Mahabharata Svayambhuva Manu and Prachetasa

Manu are mentioned. Mau is believed to be flurished during 600 to 300

B.C. Dr. P.V. Kane is right in concuding the date.

Manu has Discussed the aims of the human life. i.e. Dharma" Artha.

Kama and Moksha.

In the second chapter the defination a Dbarma, soruces of Dharma,

the right to study Dhannashastra, fourfold coste system, and the first stage

of life i.e. Brahmacharyashrama and various sacraments are fully discussed.

In the third chapter the stage of householder is discussed. Samavartana

and Vivaha Sacraments are discussed in details. Selection of a bride,

Savarna, Anuloma and pratiloma marrieges, eightfold marriages, the relation

of a lady and a man, the duties of the householder, second marraiage, a

poliendry Shraddha Pankipavana branmins, Bhojanashuddhi and shraddhas

are discussed at length.

VII
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In the forth chapter the ways of livlihood (vrutti), Snatakawata,

fivefold great sacrifices, holy behaviour, watas etc are found.

In the fifth chapter belongs to the holy behaviour (Shauchachara),

Dravyashuddhi of the vessals in sacrifices, eatables, garments, the duties

of a widow etc. are selected for discussion.

In the sixth chapter the duties of Vanaprastha, parivrajaka, Adhyatrnayoga,

Pravrajya, and tenfold Dhannas are considered. At the end Vedadhyayana

and Sanyasa are discussed.

In the Seventh chapter the Rajadharma (duties of a king) is described.

For the protection of the weak persons the king is needed. Brahma has

created a king as a collection of the eight lokapalas. So Manu believes

in the divine origin of the king. Manu has given the merits and advised

a king to be away from demerits. The kingdom has seven Prakrutis.

i.e.Angas. The king is chief one. Chief Limba) i.e. anga. The king is chief

one. King's assistants such as ministers, priest, chief of army etc, three

shakhis - Mantra, prabha and Utsaha are expected, Four fold Upayas i.e.

Sama, Dana, Danda and Bheda. Shadgunasadhana Sampattis, Duta

(Ambersedor) chara (spy), Danda, Twelvefold kings (Dvadasharajavi mandala),

the daily time table of king etc. are fully discussed.

In the eight chapter court procedure, eighteen types of issues, court

hearing alongs with three brahmins, fourfold pramanas- written, Bhukti,

witness, and Divya, different types of crirnes and punishments are fully

discussed.

VItr
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In the ninth chapter the duties of the men and women, protection

of the women, illegal relations and punishments, Niyoga paddhati, the duties

of a woman, duties of the women whose husbands are away, to marry

second wife, Svayamvara, shulka, Daya, tlpes of sons, Sridhana and order

of its succession, samsrushta, Prayaschitta and verious Punishments in view

of the crimes and duties of the vaishyas and shudras are described.

In the tenth chapter twice born, four fold caste system, various Jaties

(Castes) through the cross nuuriages, watya, the Chandala (Low caste)

dhafina, conunon duties sadharana dharma5, various ways of earning

livelihood, the ten aims of the life., Apaddharma and shudravrutti are

discussed at length.

In the eleventh chapter types of Snatakes, various donotions, right

to perforrn soma sacrifice, to snatch away the properly of a brahmin,

prohibited actions and actions of the repentance etc. are discussed fully.

In the last chapter [pes of actions i.e. karmas the duties of an asetic,

the self repentance the committee of the shishtas etc. are the topics of
taken for consideration.

The subject matter of the yagnavalkya smriti.

Yagnavalkya himself has expressed the various dharmas of different

castes, ashramas etc. i. e. varnadhanna, Ashramadhama, Vamashramadharmas

and sanyasa dharmas.

Yagnavalkya has discussed all the topics in the three chapters and

1000 verses, while Manu described all these topics n 12 Chapters and 2700

verses. Yagnavalkya planned very nicely.

D(
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Three chapters are named as Achara, vyavahara and prayaschitta.

The first chapter is further divided in twelve Subchapters. It is begun

with the intoductory chapter. Brahmachari, vivaha, varnajati, gruhastha,

Snataka, Bhakshyabhakshya, Dravyashuddhi, Dana, Shraddhas, Ganapatikalpa,

Grahashanti and Rajadhannas are discussed fully in the first chapter,

Ganapatikalpa and Grahashanti are the special features of this smruti.

In vyavahara there are 25 subchapters. Sadharana vyavahara matruka,

Asadharana matruka, eighteen fpes of issues -i.e. vivada, Pramana,

Runadana (non paynent of debt), upanidhi, Sakshi, Likhita, Divya, Bhukti,

Daya, Sirnavivada. (issues of territary) Swamipalavivada (Master - servent),

Aswamivikraya, Dutta pradanika, dyuta Samahvaya, Sahasa i.e. theft, wrap

etc). A dulary, and relation of the husband and wife are discussed.

This chapter is important in view of legal and social.

In the last chapter there are five Sub-chapters named - Ashaucha,

apadharna, venaprastha Yatidharm and Prayaschitta (repentances)

In cornparision with Manu Yagnavalkya is more clear. According to

nnnu branahmin can marry a shudra bride. Yagnavalkya does not favour

it. Manu described Niyoga and he criticised later on. But yagnavalkya did

not support it. Manu does not give right to take a properfy of her husband

while Yagnavalkya gives a riglrt of ffieritance in absence of a son. Manu

criticised Gambling but yagnavalkya made it a source of income under

control of the king. Yagnavalkya defined the topics very nicely and critically.

At the end of this chapter the commentatars on Manu and Yagnavalkya

such as Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Kulluka, Narayana, Raghavananda,

X
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Ramachandra, the commentators on Manu and Vishvarupa, Vijneshvara,

Asahaya etc. are reffered to. Vijnanshvara, author of Mitakshara is the most

important commentator on Yagnavalkya smruti.

In the forth chapter the connotetion of sacrament is given. Then the

motives of the saraments are described. All the sixteen sacraments are

discussed. As marriage is the base of the matrimonial life, it is discussed

fi'rlly. It is important from the view of the social welfare, Here the form

and importance of the sacraments are discussed.

The fifth chapter is divided in two sections. First deels with the status

of a woman in the matrimonial life and the household life.

Manu and Yagnavalkya allow savarna, Analoma and praliloma

marriages but yagnavakya does not favour a brahmin to marry a shudra

- lowest caste lady. Second marriage was allowed in several circumstances.

It was the duty of a husband, father and sons to project wife, daughter

and mother respectively. The right of religious rituals was given to Savavna

wife that is the first one. Husband was not allowed to discard wife totally.

It was his duty to provide livethood. Wife was expected to serve his family

i.e. Husband, children etc in the joint family. The objectives of marriage

were Dharma, Rati and progeny. It was believed that a person is free from

the three debts Deva, pitru and Rushi. on begetting a son father is said

to be free from these debts. pancha Mahayagna, Ahnika, maintance of the

family shraddha etc. are the duties of a house holder. Adultary is highley

criticised. Both-husband and wife should he faithfull to each other rnentally,

physically and emotionally. Otherwise it was considered adultary. In case

of wrap association with wife till menstruction or birth of child was avoided.
\il
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The ladies were considered holy i.e. Medhya vai yoshitah smrutah. Wife

had no right in her husband property. only unmarried daughteres were

considered to get married by her brothers.

A husband does have right on six fold stridhana which was considered

most protected one.

In the next part of the chapter the married life and the duties of
the house holder are discussed. Manu accepted the view to approach a

wife after menstraction during fwelve days excluding parvru, while yagnavallrya

accept the above view and adds to follow the sexual desire of the parhrer

because the sex is the natural instict which may lead to keep relation with
semebody else or adultary. Mitakshara discuss this issue in details on

Mimansa basis i.e. vidhi, Niyama and parisamkhya. Ahnika, panchamahayajna,

shraddha and eanring livehood through religious manner are duties of a house

holder.

In this chapter occasionally modem situation prevailng in the society
and legal sifuation are also considered

In the sixth chapter [pes of sons i.e. issues according Manu and

Yagnavalkya are defined. Aurasa i.e. legitimate son, putrikaputra i.e. a son

of a daughter, Kshetraja i.e. form through wife according Nryoya, Dattaka
i.e. adopted both kevala and dvamushyayana Gudhotpanna, Apaviddha i.e.

discerded one, kanina-born by the unmarried lady, sahodha i.e. carried in
womb by woman of the time of the marriage, krita i.*, parchased,

Punarbhava i.e. begot by remarried woman and parashava i.e. Brahmin,s
son through a shudra-low ceste ladv.

)flI
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Among these Aurasa, Putrikaputra kshetraja, Dattaka, Krutrima,

Gudhotpanna Apaviddha are Dayada or having right of a seccession, while

ftanina, sahodha krita, Paunarbhava, Svayamdatta and Shaudra are Bandhavas.

They have no right of inheritance. They should be given food, gannents

and shelter.

All these types of the sons show that the born issues should not

be kept Unprotected. and ladies should not suffer.

In modern times only legitimate and adopted sons ilre considered

legel one. So the problem of the issues born through the couples living

in relation and conditional marriages came level the judicial authoities. In

such and illegal relations D.N.A. teste is condidered and fatherhood is

determined.

The view of the Dharrnakshetra is practical and social in the wider

context.

The seventh chapter is important for the inheritance and succeding

the property.

'Daya'is the word derived from the root da - to give, to donate.

Riktha is the word also applied. Succession of the Riktha is the legal one

to get owenership on the property. There two schools regarding the right

of inheritance. One i.e. Mitakshara school belives that the right of the son

i.e. issues is by birth. In Abhignana Shakuntala of Kalidasa Dushyanta

accepts the right of a child lying in womb of a women of the Dhanamitra's

legel wife i.e. married wife. Aother school i.e. that of Jimuvahana prevaling

in Bengal and some parts of the southern India accept the right of the

son after his father's death.

)(Itr
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It is noteworthy that Dayabhaga of Jimulavahana, Dayatatva of

Raghunandan, and Dayakrama of shrikrishna, Tarkalankara give the details

of the prevaling customes and laws of inheritance. Mitakshara take the note

of the viramirodaya is followed in varanasi. Fllowers of vivadarantakara

vivadachandra and vivedachintamani are in the Mithila School, Followers

of Vyavahara mayukha in Maharashtra, North konkana and Gujarat and

Dravida Sampradaya follows Smrutichandrika and parasharamadhviya.

But after independence Hindu act of succession is prepared after

consideration of all schools, particularly Mitakshara, vyavaharamayakha and

Dayabhage.

The right of succassion is determined through shashhas and the

custons prevailing in the society.

There are two types of daya i.e. Sapratibandha - indirect one and

Apratibandh a i.e. direct one. A son has direct right of inheritance on his

patemal property. But he does not have a direct right in the ancesfral

properly. Son's right is considered thirough his father only.

A father can distribute his properfy by unseven share. But after the

death of the father the uneven distribution is not allowed by manu and

yagnavalkya. Mother also may get her share. The sisters have no night.

Unmarried sisters must be get married by giving l/4th part a the share.

Married daughters may get something as a token of love. If any son does

not desire to take one's share, something must be given to him as a token

of love and partision.

)ilv
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There are three starderd of Partition

(1) At the desire of the father (ii) When the father's physical desire

is ended the sons can demand for division and (iii) When father is passed

away.

Undividual properly is such as the property occupied through further,

turcle etc. The property given as a token of love by father. (Paternal one),

given by father at the time of death, the property by presented by friend,

Bandhus, Donation received, the property earned through knowledge and

skill, and property gained at the time of marriage. The gannents ornaments

etc. used can not be divided.

Generally it was believed that the right of succession followes the

right of donating pindas to the ansestors.

The order of the succession given by Mitakshara is Gotraja sapind

a the blood relation sapinda samanodaka and Bandhavas. Gotraja sapinda

relation lies up to seven p'erssons.

In ancestral property the grand son has a right through father. But

in the paternal property a son has direct right. If a penon demised has

many wives of the same caste then they have right to get equal share. But

if the person passed away has many wives of the different castes, then

the sons may have right of succession through mother. If a brahim has

four wives of different castes then the property will be divided in ten parts.

Four of brahmis sons, three to Khatriya's sons, two to vaishyi's sons and

one to Shudra's sons. But today such divisions are not legal one. More

over legally one may have only one wife who may be belonged any caste

or other caste.
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Yagnavalkya is first to give right of succession to a widow of a person

who left no issue. This is the order of the such properfy-widow-daughters

- daughter's sons - mother - father - Brothers - Brother's sons - Gotaja

- Sapinda - Samanodaka - and Bandhava.

Then follows the spiritual relation such as Acharya, student-co-student

- king.

The kliba(eunuch), Patita(degraded), blind deaf, durnb by birtb, mad,

suffering from cronic diseases etc. do not have right of succession but

they were provided livelihood. But their sons had riglrt of succession.

Samanodokas are belong to seven person after sapinda i.e. releted

to the person from 8th to l4th one.

Bandhus are the sons of mother's,

Such relations are through diferent ladies.

maternal relations are considered.

Today farfatched relations are hardly considered. The widow has first

right on husband's property. Daughters also have equal right on father's

property. Today no division among sons and daughters are considered.

only once the division of the property was allowed. But if somebody

hides something then again division takes place. The son born after division

also has legal right in the properfy. Then the again division takes place.

Along with such exceptions division always takes place once only., .

sister, and father's sisters etc.

ln such case first patemal then
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Samsrushta property

If once division of the property is made and then some member like

to stay together then their property is called samsrushta. In such a case

samsrushti sodara. The son of a Samsrushta has a right to acquire his

father's property, otherwise sodar s4msrushti and sodara Asamsrusta have

right. Here is the order of the succession.

Samsrusti's son, grand son, great grandson - Samsrusti sahodara -

Samsrusta vimaruka brother - Samsrushta mother - Samshrushta father -

samshrushta - Asamsrusta vimalruka brother - Another not associated - father

not associated - widow - widow daughter - daughters son - sister etc.

Today mostly joint families are hardly found and such custom of

staying together after division is ended. So the problem of such succession

does not arise.

Stridhana

Property of a lady. It is called 'vahatuo, in the Rigved. Manu called

it paritiange.' The property, ornaments garments etc. given by fathea mother,

brother, husband and other relatives is sridhana. Adhyagni - (given before

the holy fire),

Adhyavahanika (given at the time of departure from the father's house, given

with love, given at bowing down, "shulka" and the things - property received

from husband family or father's family, Anvadheya, saudayika such - all

are belonged a lady. a woman had full t"ight on such property. A woman

can spend at her on will such saudayrka property without conqent of her
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husband. Husband was allowed to Use. At the occasions such as famine,

religious rituals, suffering from cronic diseases, for sampratirodha i.e.

arrested by the government. In such cases husband is not expected to refurn.

Two told succession of stridhona is accepted -(l) received from

husband's relatives, and (2) received from parent's family. i.e. Shukla and

Anvadheyaka.

In all cases the daughters have fust right then sons. Some smrutikaras

here include the sons of a lady passed away. Among daughters also poor

and then rich Manu gives equal right to sons and daughters. In first five

marriages i.e.Brahma, Daiva, Arsha, Prajapatyaand Gandharva Sridhana goes

to husband's fumily. In rest cases if goes to lady's parents family.

Yagnavalkya gives first right to daughters then sons. If a woman dies without

any issue. the husband gets it.

Even today the right of a lady on sridhara is accepted.

Today a person has right to give his property to any body by will.

But this is not applied to anastral to property.

In the eighth chapter to shed right on the matrimonial life and Law

of inheritance according to Manu and yagnavalkya separatly an attempt has

been made. So one can easily find the progress and clarity regarding the

issues. Such as protection of a lady, the ways of protection, Sacraments

such as Namakarana, Chaula, IJpanayana, vivaha, and Antyeshti, selectiom

of a bride, house hold duties, a devoted wife, adultery illegal relations,

harlots, shidhana, and its succession are considered.
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Some special featutures are also noted In with this view in the last

chapter contribution of Manu and Yagnavalkya is discussed.

As a conclusion we can say that both were enough concious to honour

and to protect a lady as a daughter, wife, and the mother and her sons

Legal or illegal. A Lady was considered as a source a dharma, Kama (Sex)

and progeny without her three objectives of the marriage can not be achieved.

It seems that both the Smrutikaras are not ruilrow minded. They

considered the social welfare first and then individual one.
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